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Some authors have provided the calculation methods and
values of the electric and magnetic fields, corona losses [4]–
[10]. It is clear from the results that electric field could have
greater values at the high voltage power lines. There is a
lack of analytical methods to calculate effective values of
three phase line electric field without using expensive
computer programs and big computer memory capacities.
Calculation of the real electric or magnetic field values is
difficult solution because the results greatly depend on
parameters of the soil. Some of the authors propose soil
models and describes dependences of their parameters
according to humidity, soil structure, ground surface [11]–
[19]. We use the simpler model with ideal ground potential
in this paper.
There can be the zones near three phase high voltage lines
in which electric field strength exceed maximum permissible
values and can disrupt or endanger the health of workers
who operate and maintain electrical equipment [15]–[16].
Territory of the open switch–gear is dangerous especially
because the height of line wires there is low and electric
field gains the greater values. Consequently, it is extremely
important to know the strength of the electric field at height
of up to 2 m in the switch-gear territory.
We investigate the electric field near the metallic fence
situated in neighbourhood of the high voltage line
analytically and by modelling in this paper. Electric charges
induced by high voltage wires are concentrated in upper part
of fence which is the closest to wires. So we can present the
fence as grounded wire situated in the upper part of the
fence.
We used image method for field distribution investigation
as in [3]. The dimensions of open switch-gear are small in
comparison with 50 Hz electric field wave length. We
applied an assumption that electric field distributes without
inertia in all investigation area.

could be areas near a high voltage power
transmission lines where electric field strength can exceed
maximum permissible values and could be harmful to workers.
Territory of the open switch–gear with a metallic fence can be
dangerous especially because the power line wires there are at a
relatively low height. Therefore, it is important to know surely
what the values of electric field strength are near a fence. The
expressions for calculation of electric field strength at any
observation point near the three-phase line with near the line
set metallic fence dependently on the geometrical parameters of
line and fence and the coordinates of observation point are
presented in the paper. 2D approach is applied to implement
the task. Values of electric field strength, obtained applying the
analytical method, were compared with the numerically
calculated ones. The comparison showed that difference
between results obtained by analytical calculations and results
obtained by numerical modelling is not greater than 10%. The
results show that there is some area near the fence in which the
electric field strength exceeds permissible values.
1Abstract—There

Index Terms—Effective value; electric field strength; high
voltage power line; fence; open switch-gear.

I. INTRODUCTION
According to the Directive 2013/35/ES of the European
Parliament and of the Council [1] workers can’t work in the
workplaces where the effective value (rms) of 50 Hz
alternating electric field exceeds 10 kV/m The admissible
values of electric field depend on impact time and the field
with value – 10 kV/m can act workers not more than 10 min
according to Lithuanian standards [2].
The results of electric field distribution investigation in
330 kV open switch-gear are presented in [3]. There are
some areas, in which electric field strength values exceed the
limit established by Directive in 1,8 m height because the
height of high voltage wires is reduced to 6,5 m in open
switch-gear.
The greatest values of electric field strength are actually
under a high voltage lines. But the intense electric field may
be not only in neighbourhood of high voltage wires. The
dangerous values of electric field may be near the grounded
metallic installations. Therefore, the metallic fence which
surrounds the open gear may be dangerous, too. Therefore, it
is important to know the electric field distribution near fence
also.

II. CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD NEAR FENCE
PARALLEL TO THE LINE WIRES
We do not evaluate sag of the wires. So in any
perpendicular to line wires plane the section of wires and
fence will be the same (Fig. 1). The electric field of
investigated system is two-dimensional analogically to the
case analysed in [3].
In Fig. 1 there are noted: τA, τB and τC – linear charge
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densities of the phase wires A, B and C, accordingly, in
plane perpendicular to the wires and the fence, τT – the
induced linear charge density in the grounded fence in same
plane, τA*, τB* τC* and τT* – images of the appropriate linear
charge densities in respect to the ground plane, h – the
distance between top of the fence and the ground, H – the
distance between the line wires at the ground, a – the
distance between neighbouring wires of the line, c – the
distance between the upper part of fence and the closest line
wire in the horizontal plane, b – the distance at the upper
fence part to the observation point M. We suppose that the
upper part of fence is cylinder with the radius rT. The radius
of line wires is rF. The linear charge densities τA, τB, τC and
τT are situated on the axes of the line wires or fence,
accordingly. Agreeably to the images method τA* = -τA, τB* =
-τB, τC* = -τC and τT* = - τT.

d *AC
(2 H ) 2  4a 2
1
1
13P   31P 
ln
ln
, (5)

K 0 d AC K 0
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[τ P ]=[  P ][ u ].
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All of these charge densities create the electric field in
observation point M. The electric field strength of any
charge density can be expressed in this way as

EMi  t    i  t  / K0 rMi ,

(2)

(12)

where τi – linear charge density of i-th point, rMi – the
distance from this point to the observation point M, i –
indexes A, B, C, T.
To find the effective value of electric field strength we
calculated total moment value of electric field

(3)
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Then we can calculate of linear charge densities of the
line wires and the fence as

(1)

follows (2)–(9) [3]:
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charges. The matrix elements [ P ] can be expressed, as
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2H
ln
,
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where εa is absolute dielectric constant of the environment,
dg – the distance between the charge densities of
neighbouring phases, dg* – the distance between the charge
density of some phase and the charge density of
neighbouring phase image, dAC – the distance between the
charge densities of phases A and C, dAC* – the distance
between the linear charge density of phase A and the image
of linear charge density of phase C or between the image of
linear charge density of phase A and the linear charge
density of phase C, dAT, dBT ir dCT – the distances between
the linear charge density of fence and the charge densities,
accordingly, of A, B and C phase lines, dAT*, dBT* and dCT* –
the distances between the charge density of fence and the
images of charge density, accordingly, of A, B and C phase
lines or, vice versa, the distances between the image of
charge density of fence and the charge densities,
accordingly, of A, B and C phase lines. All these distances
are the straight lines and can be calculate as hypotenuses of
triangles (Fig. 1).
After calculation elements of the matrix [αP], we must
calculate the inverse matrix as

coefficients, [ P ]T  [ A , B ,  C , T ] is the matrix of linear

 44 P 
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We can relate the potentials and charge densities of the
investigated points at any moment of the time by Maxwell
equations system [4]. This system could be written in matrix
form as

where [u]T = [u A , u B , u C , 0]
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Fig. 1. The situation of linear charges densities in the plane perpendicular
to the line wires.

[u ] = [α P ][τ P ] ,
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The line wires and the fence surface are equipotential.
Therefore, electric field lines must be perpendicular to both
surfaces. Distance between linear charge densities of line
wire F and fence T will be straight line only in the case when
the fence point with charge density τTO is just under the line
wire (the axis y in Fig. 3). Distances between the charge
densities τi and τTI as between the charge densities τi and τTII
are not straight lines. Three situations of observation points
are showed in Fig. 4. The observation point S presents the
common case.

in the observation point. These procedures

are discussed in [3].
III. ELECTRIC FIELD NEAR THE SIDES OF THE FENCE
PERPENDICULAR TO THE LINE WIRES
The view of the real open switch-gear is presented in the
Fig. 2. We suppose that the line wires A, B and C are infinite
in respect to the fence. We set the plane P perpendicular to
the line wires and coincident with the fence side axis. As
shown in Fig. 3 the field strength will have only vertical
component because the horizontal components created by
charge densities situated in the same distance at the plane P
in right and left sides will compensate each other. The
electric field strength vector has two-dimensions in the plane
P.

Fig. 4. The situation of charge densities in investigative electric field.

It is commonly known for electromagnetic field theory
that the two charge densities conjunctive electric field lines
are the circle arcs in common case. Therefore, the distances
dAT, dAT*, dBT, dBT*, dCT and dCT* we must calculate as circle
arcs.
Calculation of distances diT (I = A, B, C) by Fig. 5 the R is
radius of arc diT(x), α is angular dimension of this arc. The
distance between the points τi (I = A, B, C) and τT in the
vertical direction is h, the distance in the horizontal direction
is g.

Fig. 2. Fence situated near the high voltage power line.

Electric field will be created by linear charge densities of
line wires and fence in the observation point as in the case of
parallel fence side. Charge density of the fence τT depends
on coordinate x differently as in case of parallel fence
(Fig. 3). But it is sufficient to investigate the system of 4
charge densities and its images in this case, too.

Fig. 5. Relationship among the arc length diT and distances g and h.

The arc length diT is written as

diT  Ra.

(13)

We express the distance R and α via g and h from Fig. 5
Fig. 3. Electric field between the phase line and perpendicular to it fence
side.

R

The charge densities can be calculated from (1)–(11).
Distances dAT, dAT*, dBT, dBT*, dCT and dCT* are not straight
lines in common case. These distances are the lengths of
electric field lines between suitable charge densities in the
plane P.

g 2  h2
.
2g

(14)

If inequality h ≥ g is true then angle α will be as follows

α  arcsin

24

h
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In other case when g > h then angle α is

α  π  arcsin

h
2 gh
 π  arcsin
.
2
R
g  h2

Reasoning analogically as in the case of point M we
obtained following expression of electric field strength EQ in
the point Q

(16)

EQ 

Expressions (13)–(16) could be used for the distances diT*
calculation but in this case h = H + h.
Charge densities could be expressed in this way because
of the fence potential is zero. From (11):

 A  11u A  12u B  13uC ,
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF ANALYTICAL CALCULATION AND
MODELLING IN THE POINTS OF THE FENCE PLANE WITH THE
HEIGHT H = 1.8 M FOR DIFFERENT FENCE RADIUS.
E kV/m under
E kV/m under
A phase
B phase
Analyt.

Model.

Δ,%

Analyt.

Model.

Δ,%

11,40

10,26

10,10

6,64

6,47

2,6

12,46

12,38

0,68

7,28

7,63

4,85

14,40

14,35

0,33

8,82

8,47
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Modelling was performed by finite elements method using
program package COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 in 3D space.
Mesh with tetrahedral elements was used. The minimum
distance between the nodes was chosen equal to 1 mm. The
height of fence was chosen equal to h = 1,6 m. We supposed
that line wires are cylinders with radius equal to rF = 0,02 m.
The electric field strength was calculated for three different
radii rT of upper fence part: a) rT = 0,01 m, b) rT = 0,02 m
and c) rT = 0,05 m. Some typical distances were chosen
(Fig. 2). The electric field strength was calculated in the
fence plane for heights h = 1,8 m and h = 1,7 m above the
ground (points M2 and M1 in Fig. 2). For the height h =
1,6 m the electric field strength was calculated in the plane
parallel to the fence at the distance from the fence equal to
Δx = 0,05 m (point M0 in Fig. 2).
The electric field strength was calculated in the plane
parallel to the fence at the points situated in the distance
Δx = 0,2 m in the heights h = 1,8 m, h = 1,7 m and h =
1,6 m, too (points N2, N1 and N0 in Fig. 2). The results of
modelling are presented for radius rT = 0,01 m in Fig. 6, for
radius rT = 0,02 m in Fig. 7 and for radius rT = 0,05 m in
Fig. 8. It is clear from the presented results that the electric
field strength increases with increasing of the radius of upper
part of fence. The surface with induced charge density is
approached to the points under calculation in this case. For
any fence radius the field strength is maximum under the A
and C phases. There are the areas near the fence for any
fence radius in which the effective value of electric field
strength is more than 10 kV/m

Direction of the electric field is perpendicular to the
surface of fence near its surface. The field components
created by linear charge densities τA, τB, τC and its images
τA*, τB*, τC* are summarized. The charge density τTA has
opposite sign than τA, τB or τC but it is situated contrariwise
in respect to the point of M therefore field direction created
by τTA will be coincided with field created by τA, τB or τC
direction. The charge density τTA* has the opposite sign than
τTA. Because it is situated in the same direction as the τTA the
field direction will be contrary. So the second member of
(21) is negative.

rT = 0,01
m
rT = 0,02
m
rT = 0,05
m



IV. RESULTS OF MODELLING



A
A
1
 [ AT  AT 


K0
b
2h  b ( H  h)  b H  h  b



B

The electric field several values for different diameters of
upper part of the fence in the points M and Q were
calculated. Some analytical results are presented in the
Table I together with modelling results.

(17)

The electric field strength was expressed in two important
points: under the outside line wire A and under middle line
wire B. Situation of electric field strength in the point M
under phase A wire calculation is shown in Fig. 4. Distance
b from fence to observation point is in vertical direction
(along axis y in Fig. 3 or Fig. 4). Distance between charge
density in the fence τTA and the phase A τA is straight line.
Inequalities b << dBT, b << dBT*, b << dCT, b << dBT* are
usually true. It could be supposed that b is part of arcs diT in
this case. The electric field strength EM in the point M can be
expressed as follows

EM 



A
A
1
 [ BT  BT 


*
K0
b
2 h  b d BT  b d BT  b

For electric field strength calculation in the point Q under
phase B wire we supposed that distance at fence to
observation point is equal to b, too. The charge density in
the fence under phase wire B is τTB and its image is τTB*.

a)
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b)
Fig. 6. Electric field strength, when radius of upper fence part is rT =
0,01 m: (a) for h = 1,7 and 1,8 m; (b) for Δx = 0,2 m, for h = 1,6 m – 1,8
m, and in the point h = 1,6, Δx = 0,1 m.

b)
Fig. 8. Electric field strength, when radius of upper fence part is rT =
0,05 m: (a) in the fence plane for h = 1,7 and 1,8 m; (b) in the plane Δx =
0,2 m, for h = 1,6 m– 1,8 m and in the point h = 1,6, Δx = 0,1 m.

It is not allowable to work in the environment with such
electric field strength according to European Directive
2013/35/ES. Therefore, the area near the metallic fence of
open switch gear is dangerous for human.

The electric field strength was calculated analytically
using the expressions (21) and (22) in the points of the fence
plane with the height h = 1,8 m under the A phase and B
phase wires for different radii of upper fence part. The
results of calculation are presented in the Table I together
with modelling results in the same points.
It is clear from the presented results that maximal
difference (about 10 %) was obtained in the case of fence
radius rT = 0,01 m. In other cases, the difference does not
exceed 5 %. Therefore, the analytical calculation of electric
field strength near the metallic fence can be used for
possible dangerous zones evaluation.
V. CONCLUSIONS

a)

Calculation technique of the electric field strength near
the metallic fence situated under high voltage line is
proposed. The electric field values in some points near the
fence are calculated for three different radii from upper
fence part. The obtained results were verified by modelling
using program package COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4. The
maximal difference between the analytical and modelling
results does not exceeded 10 %. Therefore, the presented
analytical technique can be used for investigation of
dangerous places near metallic fences of outdoor switchgears.
The research showed that there are some places near the
metallic fence where the electric field strength exceeds the
values set by European Union Directive 2013/35/ES.
The proposed analytical method can be applied for
identification of dangerous zones bounds.

b)
Fig. 7. Electric field strength, when radius of upper fence part is rT =
0,02 m: (a) for h = 1,7 and 1,8 m, (b) in the plane Δx = 0,2 m, for h = 1,6 m
– 1,8 m and in the point h = 1,6, Δx = 0,1 m.
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